Flash note

OpenDNA: Momentum is building
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Investment summary
OPN’s commercial roll out is gaining momentum as high-profiled
customers such as Epoch Times, Looker and Expert System sign up to
use their Artificial Intelligent engine to better understand their own
customers.
We believe the company’s current Enterprise Value of A$ 7.7M doesn’t
come close to reflecting OPN’s medium to longer term revenue potential.
This provides a clear opportunity for investors looking for a high potential
Technology stock with global applicability. Hence, we reiterate our
Speculative Buy recommendation for OPN.

Getting strong traction across different verticals
OpenDNA (ASX:OPN) enables businesses to substantially enhance
online customer profiles by combining Machine Learning, Neural
Networks and Natural Language Processing to build detailed
psychographic and behavioral maps on users and customers. Using
OpenDNA’s Artificial Intelligence System (AIS), businesses can now
effectively drive online customer engagement, longer online session
times and higher revenue from their customers by providing them with
more relevant and engaging content online.
Typical users of OPN’s technology include online publishers and media
companies, data analytics companies, customer service departments as
well as eCommerce and retail companies. Essentially any organisation
looking for higher online user engagement and, subsequently, higher
revenues from these users, could be an OPN customer. For more
background on the company, please refer to our initiating coverage of
OPN published on 17 August 2017, available HERE.

Expanding functionality and insights through Synapse

OpenDNA Limited (OPN.ASX)
has
developed
proprietary
artificial
intelligence
and
machine learning technology
that can be incorporated into
any website, mobile application
or digital platform. Through
superior data analytics, OPN’s
technology enables businesses
to create highly granular user
profiles which can be used to
predict behavior and personality
traits
of
end-users.
This
information can then be used
by companies to delivery highly
targeted,
relevant
and
personalized experiences for its
customers which in turn help
increase user engagement, user
retention and increases the
opportunity to drive revenues.
The company listed on the ASX
on 16 November 2016.

OPN recently launched Synapse, which is an addition to the company’s
existing platform. Synapse provides customers with business tools and
various dashboards (Figure 1) around user interests and psychographics.
As an example, Synapse enables businesses to monitor how their users
engage with the information being presented to them. Additionally,
OpenDNA provides businesses with the psychographic profiles of their
customers by monitoring every interaction within their OpenDNApowered environment. OpenDNA technology is industry agnostic and
can be applied in a variety of ways. For e-commerce, it would be around
understanding their customer’s buying interests and in turn deliver
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personalized and highly-targeted product placements and offers. Content publishers can
better understand their readers’ needs and wants and in turn deliver them with highly targeted
and personalized content to engage with. This directly reflects an increase in retention and
engagement which has a positive impact on revenue for the business. OPN’s technology can
be used for both optimizing business processes as well as delivering a better customer
experience.
F IGURE 1: S YNAPSE DASHBOARD

Source: OpenDNA

Strong technology validation from Looker and Expert System deals
In early August OPN announced it had signed up the Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
Platform Looker, based in the US. Looker provides its customers in different industries with
data analytics platforms and will be providing customer introductions for OPN. Looker’s
customers can subsequently choose to include OPN’s functionality into their Looker
subscription, bringing in revenues for OPN in a revenue sharing agreement with Looker.
We believe the significance of the Looker agreement for OPN is related to the Looker’s
reputation and investor base. Looker is very well regarded in the crowded space of business
intelligence platforms and is backed by very high-profile Venture Capital funds, including
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, CapitalG (Google Venture Capital) and Redpoint as well as
Goldman Sachs.
The fact that Looker, with customers such as Sony, The Economist, Lyft, Spotify, Nordstrom,
Twilio and TransferWise, would choose OPN as a supplement to its own data analytics
platform is very strong validation of OPN’s technology, in our view.

Master services agreement with Expert System
The same is true for Expert System (EXSY), a cognitive computing and text analysis company
that enables its customers to manage and process large amounts of data and text in real-time.
OPN signed a master services agreement with Expert System in early October, which we
believe underscores OPN’s added value, even to highly specialized companies in the data
analytics space. Expert System’s customers include Microsoft, Shell, Raytheon and Chevron.

Further expansion into publishers’ sector through Epoch Times deal
In September, OPN signed New York-based Epoch Times to trial OPN’s AIS to analyse their
website and social content and to measure content relevance for its readers. Epoch Times has
over 20 million unique monthly visitors who generate over 105 million pageviews per month.
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We believe this is a very solid base for OPN to start working from, given the company’s
revenue sharing model in which the revenue uplift from implementing OpenDNA is shared
between OPN and the customer.

Inroads into the Millennial cohort through Gaming and virtual worlds
Through recent agreements with Uproar and GAIA Interactive, OPN has created inroads into
the online Gaming sector and virtual online worlds. Both trials focus on improving the user
experience within the respective platforms by understanding player’s interests.
Online gaming and gaming derivatives, such as communities, forums etc., are very large
markets with strong growth potential for OPN. Most users of such platforms are teenagers and
millennials, with the latter experiencing increasing purchasing power as they enter the job
market or are in the early stages of their careers. As such, we believe this is a very interesting
demographic from a commercialization point of view for OPN’s customers and prospects.
Consequently, OPN should be able to sign additional customers in this sector going forward.

More granularity than Facebook and Google will want to provide to customers
The level of granularity of users’ psychographic profiles that OPN can provide to its customers
is not only higher than what Facebook and Google can deliver, it is also more than what these
two giants in Digital Advertising will be willing to provide to their customers, in our view.
OPN’s level of profile granularity gives businesses the tools to fine-tune the delivery of
information to its customers making it highly relevant, highly personalised and highly targeted,
which then helps improve user experience, user engagement and user retention, which in turn
drives revenue opportunities. Even if they could provide OPN’s level of profile granularity, we
believe both Google and Facebook would want to keep that sort of granularity black-boxed to
protect their revenue stream, whereas OPN is putting it into the hands of its customers.

Revenue model aligned with customers’ success
Another key strength of OPN is the alignment of its revenue model with customer success.
While OPN’s revenue model comprises of a fixed component, i.e. a monthly license fee based
on the number of users on a customer’s online assets, OPN’s key revenue driver is based on
customers’ revenue uplift resulting from the implementation of OpenDNA or the number of
data connections made between the customer’s systems and OPN’s.
.

Example: a base licensing fee for a publisher’s global news website with 20M unique monthly
visitors, of which 2M are monthly active users, may amount to A$ 15k or A$ 20k per month.
These 2M active monthly users may visit 2 of the publisher’s webpages per visit on average. If
OPN can increase the number of page visits to 4 on average by offering more personalized,
and thus more engaging content to this publisher’s audience, it will have doubled the
advertising real estate on this website, and will have roughly doubled time spent on this website.
However, the value of ads the publisher can now place on this expanded online real estate will
also be worth more, because the ads can be substantially more targeted. Advertisers are willing
to pay much more for ads that are precisely targeted to their target audience compared to ads
that are targeted at a more generic audience.
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If the publisher can thus increase its advertising revenue from, say, A$ 200k per month to
A$ 500k per month, and has agreed a 20% revenue share on this uplift with OPN, OPN can
generate A$ 60k per month in revenues from this customer (20% of A$ 300k), in addition to the
base licensing fee.

OpenDNA Limited
Summarizing, OPN has the ability to generate multiple recurring revenue streams ranging from
license fees, revenue shares, data connection charges etc. Having the business model
aligned with customer success also helps reduce the barrier to entry with acquiring new
customers.

In other words, the recurring costs for customers are relatively low, while there is clear
upside to revenues these customers wouldn’t otherwise have had. We believe this is a
very strong selling point for OPN.

Speculative Buy rating reiterated
OPN’s commercial roll out is gaining momentum and their technology is validated by signing
up high profile customers in multiple high-growth industry sectors around the world.
We believe the company’s current Enterprise Value of A$ 7.7M does not reflect OPN’s longer
term revenue potential, which provides a clear opportunity for investors looking for a high
potential Technology stock with global applicability.
Hence, we reiterate our Speculative Buy recommendation for OPN.
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GENERAL ADVICE WARNING, DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURES
The information contained herein (“Content”) has been prepared and issued by TMT Analytics Pty Ltd ABN 17
611 989 774 (“TMT Analytics”), an Authorised Representative (no: 1242594) of BR Securities Australia Pty Ltd.
ABN 92 168 734 530, AFSL 456663. All intellectual property relating to the Content vests with TMT Analytics
unless otherwise noted.
DISCLAIMER
The Content is provided on an as is basis, without warranty (express or implied). Whilst the Content has been
prepared with all reasonable care from sources we believe to be reliable, no responsibility or liability shall be
accepted by TMT Analytics for any errors or omissions or misstatements howsoever caused. Any opinions,
forecasts or recommendations reflect our judgment and assumptions at the date of publication and may
change without notice. TMT Analytics will not accept any responsibility for updating any advice, views,
opinions or recommendations contained in this document.
No guarantees or warranties regarding accuracy, completeness or fitness for purpose are provided by TMT
Analytics, and under no circumstances will any of TMT Analytics, its officers, representatives, associates or
agents be liable for any loss or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or
use of the Content.
GENERAL ADVICE WARNING
The Content has been prepared for general information purposes only and is not (and cannot be construed or
relied upon as) personal advice nor as an offer to buy/sell/subscribe to any of the financial products
mentioned herein. No investment objectives, financial circumstances or needs of any individual have been
taken into consideration in the preparation of the Content.
Financial products are complex, entail risk of loss, may rise and fall, and are impacted by a range of market
and economic factors, and you should always obtain professional advice to ensure trading or investing in
such products is suitable for your circumstances, and ensure you obtain, read and understand any applicable
offer document.
DISCLOSURES
TMT Analytics has been commissioned to prepare the Content. From time to time, TMT Analytics’
representatives or associates may hold interests, transact or hold directorships in, or perform paid services for,
companies mentioned herein. TMT Analytics and its associates, officers, directors and employees, may, from
time to time hold securities in the companies referred to herein and may trade in those securities as principal,
and in a manner which may be contrary to recommendations mentioned in this document.
TMT Analytics receives fees from the company referred to in this document, for research services and other
financial services or advice we may provide to that company. The analyst has received assistance from the
company in preparing this document. The company has provided the analyst with communication with senior
management and information on the company and industry. As part of due diligence, the analyst has
independently and critically reviewed the assistance and information provided by the company to form the
opinions expressed in the report. Diligent care has been taken by the analyst to maintain an honest and fair
objectivity in writing this report and making the recommendation. Where TMT Analytics has been
commissioned to prepare content and receives fees for its preparation, please note that NO part of the fee,
compensation or employee remuneration paid will either directly or indirectly impact the Content provided.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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TMT Analytics’ issues a BUY recommendation in case of an expected total shareholder return (TSR, share
price appreciation plus dividend yield) in excess of 25% within the next twelve months, an ACCUMULATE
recommendation in case of an expected TSR between 5% and 25%, a HOLD recommendation in case of an
expected TSR between -5% and +5% within the next twelve months and a SELL recommendation in case of an
expected total return lower than -5% within the next twelve months.

